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1.

Modern Light Rail



The rebirth of a modern light rail

 A system integrated  with 
the urban fabric  

 Segregated or shared lanes 
 A signalling system 

interfaced with road traffic 
system to optimize both 
LRT and vehicle 
movements at road 
intersections

 The driver remains in 
complete control of the 
vehicle but possible 
automation at stations (see 
Dubai)

 Fully accessible low floor 
system depending on 
speed

 Possibility of having 
catenary free system for 
part or all of the line
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St Etienne, France
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Urban renewal opportunity

Developing light rail in 
our cities gives us the 
opportunity to: 

A rethink of our 
urban form and 
public spaces 

 Establish a new 
image of modernity

Adapt and modernise 
shared space 
between modes of 
transport as well as 
pedestrians 

Work with architects 
and designers
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Strasbourg, France
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LRT 

Tram in the city, train in the suburbs

Hybrid system perfect for urban environments with high density centres and lower density 
suburbs

Use of both streetcar and conventional railway infrastructure easing passenger connections
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Tram train in Mulhouse, France Tram train Bondy, France 
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2.

Systra expertise



Typical types of contract

Technical consultancy

Design

Procurement (tender preparation and 
evaluation)

Construction management

Technical advisor

Design & build

Public-Private Partnership
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Delivering each stage of a project

1
Transport 
planning

2
Basic design

3
Detailed 
design

4
Project 

management

5
Construction/ 
Supervision

7
Operations & 
maintenance

6
Test & 

comissioning
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At Systra we offer the 
complete range of light 
rail services. 
We have a holistic 
approach to design & 
project management 
where operation & 
maintenance are 
considered from the 
onset
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Transport planning

Feasibility studies to establish the type of system required and we will integrate it to 
the larger network

Good concept design at the preliminary phase of a project is crucial, this will help to 
establish the long term vision of the project
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Phnom Penh – Cambodia 
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Transport planning: Defining the best route

Systra is able to help clients to:

 Determine the best route to 
compromise between population 
density, major trip attractors and 
technical constraints

 Make connections between existing 
trip generators and new ones

 Integrate light rail with the road 
network in addition to planning for 
the impact at crossing points and for 
on-street parking (must be 
considered from the onset)
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Mexico City

Lens- France 
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Transport planning: Financial modelling and demand  forecasting

At SYSTRA we provide thorough financial and economic assessment in order to determine 
the viability of a project

We provide robust demand forecasting
We can help develop a fare policy that will meet the level of passenger requirement of a 

given project
We have developed our own specialist software which meets the requirements of well 

known financial institutions
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Basic & Detailed Design: Urban integration

Our experienced team of station 
designers will integrate new stations 
and platforms seamlessly within their 
local environment
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Light rail enhances public and private assets

Nancy, France
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Basic & Detailed Design: Urban integration

Our engineering and landscaping experts work closely to deliver people friendly spaces
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Le Havre, France



Basic & Detailed Design: Urban integration

Our unique skills lie  in project management, we strive to 
positively combine architectural design with engineering 
requirements
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Basic & Detailed Design: Civil engineering

We undertake route planning 
considering both performance and 
comfort. We will always strive to limit 
noise and vibration levels.

Our engineers design quality 
structures. We work within 
international standards and policy 
objectives; in particular 
environmental, maintenance and 
safety requirements.

The light rail permeable track. Our 
engineers met the client’s objectives 
of designing a system which consumed 
less materials to build, reduced the 
overall budget while maintaining 
standards.
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Lyon, France

Designing long life and sustainable infrastructure
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Basic & Detailed Design: Signalling and telecoms 

Our dedicated signalling 
engineers make sure that safety 
and performance requirements 
are met

We seek to improve 
performance and limit human 
error through state-of-the art 
real time monitoring

Our engineers upgrade light rail 
communications systems to the 
desired requirement or to the 
latest benchmark
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Mulhouse, France 

Benchmarking safety, performance and reliability of systems 
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Basic & Detailed Design:
Ticketing and passenger information
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Systra designs the architecture of your 
ticketing system and fare policy in order to 
facilitate passengers’ trips and ensure the 
collection of fare revenues. 

Real time information is key for efficient 
transport systems. SYSTRA’s engineers will 
advise you on all new technologies. 

Real time information system and intermodal ticketing system
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Tours, France



Basic & Detailed Design: Power supply

Creating models to understand the required energy consumption by including the 
substations and overhead lines

Optimising the performance of the energy system while maintaining the required reliability
Developing the catenary free light rail system - our engineers were the first to develop a 

ground power supply system for the Bordeaux Tram 
Understanding and participating at the development  and implementation of free catenary 

innovative systems:
Lusail LRT in Qatar, Kaoshiung in Taiwan, Dubai Tram in UAE
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Bordeaux, France

The balance between energy efficiency and reliability 

Nice, France
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Basic & Detailed Design: Rolling stock and depots  

Experience in a wide range of tested rolling stock in addition to the latest innovative 
solutions

Understanding of the day-to-day operation hence designing functional depots for  
maintenance, cleaning and stabling

 International experience working with most suppliers throughout the world - our approach 
is to seek the best solutions from a range of suppliers
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Adopting a long-term attitude

Reims, France Casablanca  Tram, Morocco 
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Casablanca  Tram, Morocco 



Project management, strategic advice and audit

Advice and support throughout the entire project
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We take a structured approach to project management, however, we also understand the 
dynamic nature of infrastructure projects. We dedicate careful attention to cost control, 
planning for risk, quality and tendering.

We offer our clients informed strategic advice. Our tramway experience gained over the 
past 30 years gives us the ability to make in-depth, objective and trusted judgments.

Constantine, Algeria
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Construction Supervision

Our project managers and engineers ensure the interface between each technical 
component is delivered to the highest standard.

Our engineers work on projects throughout the world. We are constantly learning and 
evolving new techniques for the benefit of our clients.

We have extensive experience of construction within complex urban environments. 
Challenges presented include preserving important archaeological findings.
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Working in an urban environment 

St Etienne, France Casablanca, Morocco
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Testing and commissioning

The testing and commissioning phases are crucial 

Our approach globally, is to undertake line testing to check performance against the project’s 
objectives and to satisfy the safety of passengers and assets.

Our engineers regularly provide support and training, after completion of the construction 
and test phases.

We will work alongside the operator during the commissioning and the start up of operations.
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Algiers, Algeria
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Operations and maintenance 

Our goal is to create value for money.  We strive to optimise major investments.

Our engineers will anticipate material, equipment and infrastructure life cycle costs in addition 
to integrating an operational life cycle cost analysis for every project.

 Systra is partly owned by RATP being the fifth biggest public transport operator in the world. This 
gives our engineers unique insight into international operational demands.
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Strong link with the operators 

Dubai, UAE
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High performance mass transit projects, taking place in France
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Streetcar & LRT references
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Bordeaux, France Bordeaux, France Lyon, France

Casablanca, Morocco Algiers, Algeria T3, Paris, France

Streetcar & LRT: 30 references worldwide
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Dubai - UAE Brest, France Brest, France

Clermont Ferrand, France Clermont Ferrand, France Philippines (MRT3 Metrostar to Manila)

Streetcar & LRT: 30 references worldwide
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Ouargla, Algéria Rabat, Morocco Marseille, France

Nice, France

Streetcar & LRT: 30 references worldwide
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Washington DC, USA
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TOURS LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT (FRA)

Client • Tours Urban Area (SITCAT)  
Our role  • Project manager  

Key Figures
15,5 km • 29 stations
54 900 passengers per day
US$ 500 Million (capital cost)
Commissioned in 2013

Ground power supply on sections, in the city centre, on the listed banks of the Loire, part of the
UNESCO World Heritage.
SYSTRA was leading the consortium appointed to manage the first light rail line for the city of Tours :
technical, planning, economical management, stake holder management, risk and safety
management.
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MULHOUSE LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT – LINES 1 and 2 (FRA)

Client • Réseau Ferré de France (RFF)
Systra’s Role • General Consultant

The project in figures
18,2 km • 38 stations
80,000 passengers per day
US$ 464,2 Million (capital cost)
Commissioned in 2006 (for the 1st 11km), 2010

SYSTRA has been involved in planning this project since 1990. In 2000, SYSTRA performed general
project management of the train-tram scheme, covering all fixed equipment and systems, civil
structures, tram depot, design of interchange hubs and park-and-ride sites and rolling stock. In
addition, SYSTRA provided assistance to tendering process, and detailed design studies for the tracks
and highway.
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LE HAVRE LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT – LINE 1 (FRA)

Client • Le Havre Urban Area (CODAH)   
Systra’s role  • Project Manager 

The project in figures
13 km • 23 stations
56 000 passengers per day
US$ 463 Million (capital cost)
Commissioned in 2012
900m tunnel bored only for the tram platform, designed and supervised by Systra

SYSTRA was responsible for the management of studies and supervision of works of track,
infrastructure, catenary and all systems, scheduling of works co-ordination, technical integration,
safety, communications & engineering geology.
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PARIS LRT T3 (FRA)
(EXTENSION BETWEEN PORTE D’IVRY and PORTE DE LA CHAPELLE)

Client • RATP

Systra’s Role • Project Manager
The project in figures
14,5 km • 26 stations 
165.000 passengers per day
US$ 918,5 Million (capital cost excluding rolling stock)
Commissioned in 2012

SYSTRA was in charge of the complete Project Management for the transport system, particularly during
the following stages: Preliminary design studies; Project studies; Works contract assistance to the Owner;
Planning studies certificate and summary; Supervision of construction works contracts; Acceptance
operation assistance to the Owner. SYSTRA managed more than 30 contracts (3 for infrastructure
construction, 5 for the installation of the AC/DC transformers and the operation management centers, a
contract for laying the rails and 4 for catenary works). In addition, SYSTRA monitored the timetables for
all contractors.
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CLERMONT-FERRAND LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT – LINE A (FRA)

Client • Union Public Transport (SMTC)  
Systra’s role  • Employer’s Representative

The project in figures
14 km• 31 stations
55 000 passengers per day
US$ 395 Million (capital cost)
Commissioned in 2012

In 2001, the SMTC appointed SYSTRA as client’s representative. The work included drafting and
analysis of tenders on performance of the system, drafting of specifications for an overall project
manager, settlement of final contractual documents, tender appraisal and control and follow-up of
these contracts including the supervision of rolling stock construction and accompanying
certification procedures.
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BREST LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT (FRA)

Client • Brest Métropole Océane
Systra’s role  • Project manager  

The project in figures
14,3 km • 28 stations
49 500 passengers per day
US$ 406 Million (capital cost) 
Commissioned in 2012

The Brest Tram was awarded the 2nd best Light Rail Worldwide in 2012 with the Casablanca Tram by 
the British Light Rail Transit Association, in association with the “Tramways and Urban Transit 
Magazine”. 
SYSTRA was part of a consortium responsible for managing the project and all technical aspects and 
urban development, from studies to commissioning.
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BORDEAUX LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT (FRA)

Client • Bordeaux Urban Area (CUB)
Systra’s role  • Project manager  

The project in figures
58,8 km • 124 stations
430 000 passengers per day
Next commissioning (phase 3) scheduled for 2013
Line D tram project management – awarded to Systra in 2012
The first catenary free (ground level power supply) in the world

SYSTRA has been leading the consortium since 1997 for the 3 different phases in charge of the
project management and coordination of studies and supervision of work on the systems, ticketing,
supervision of the development of the APS system, rolling stock, track, signalling.
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BESANCON LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT (FRA)

Client • Besançon Urban Area (CAGB)
Our role  • Assistance to owner

Key Figures
14,5 km • 31 stations 
50 000 passengers per day (forecasts)
US$ 286,2 Million (capital cost)
Commissioned in 2014
The low cost tram , at 16M€/km.

SYSTRA provides consultancy services on Transport Planning, Public transport system model and
traffic studies. Technical Expertise. Cost estimations. Project Manager for the Rolling Stock. Park &
Ride design. Safety Case.
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CASABLANCA LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT – LINE 1 (MAR)

Client • Casa Transports
Our role  • Project manager  

Key Figures
31 km • 48 stations 
250 000 passengers per day
US$ 831,5 Million (capital cost)
Commissioned in 2012 

The Casablanca Tram was awarded the 2nd best Light Rail Worldwide in 2012 with the Brest Tram
by the British Light Rail Transit Association, in association with the “Tramways and Urban Transit
Magazine”.

SYSTRA was leading the consortium responsible for the project management, from transport plan,
concept and basic design to supervision of works, testing and commissioning.
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DUBAI – AL SAFOOH LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT – LINE 1 (ARE)

Client • Dubai Roads and Transport Authority
Systra’s Role • Assistance to owner 

The project in figures
9,5 km • 11 stations 
200 000 passengers per day
US$ 0,93 Billion (capital cost)
Commissioning expected in 2014 (mission ongoing)
The first tram line in the world with a complete ground level system and platform screen doors.

SYSTRA is the lead consultant for the detailed design, supervision of the construction of the line,
testing and commissioning. This includes transport planning, feasibility studies, designing technical
specifications, quality control and risk management.
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GOLDCOAST LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT (GCLRT) (AUS)

Client • KDR (Keolis and Downer EDI Ltd (Downer))
Systra’s Role • General Consultant 

The project in figures 
13 km • 16 stations
50.000 passengers per year
US$ 1,107 Billion (capital cost)
Commissioned in June 2014

SYSTRA has been involved since July 2011, until completion in 2014. Services being delivered include:
assisting the setup of KDR technical department, reviewing and providing technical advice for design,
testing & commissioning advice. The project is called an 'operator franchise' as it is being carried out
under a public-private partnership. The contract lasts for 18 years, including 3 years of design and
construction and 15 years of operations and maintenance.
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WASHINGTON D.C STREETCAR (USA)

Client • District Department of Transportation
SYSTRA’s Role • Project Manager

Key Figures
3,7km • 7 stations
1st streetcar service in Washington D.C
1 maintenance and storage facility
Commissioning expected in 2016 (mission ongoing)

The Consortium of which SYSTRA was a member was awarded a contract by the District Department of
Transportation to manage the entire streetcar project in the north-west district of the city, between H Street
and Benning Road via Washington D.C.’s Union Station and the Hopscotch Bridge. SYSTRA was in charge of:

detailed 
design

 Line design
 Design of a double track laid on concrete track slabs 

(streetcars run in mixed traffic)
 Single contact wires on slim cantilevers
 Landscaping

 Construction of the Car Barn maintenance and 
storage facility to LEED standards

 Maintenance & storage facility equipment 
(washers, turntables, C-frame in ground hoists, etc.)
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Client • Midttrafik
Systra’s Role • General Consultant

The project in figures 
103 km • 51 stations (19 new)
US$ 200 Million (capital cost)
Commissioning expected in 2016

SYSTRA was appointed as sub-consultant to provide technical support, from initial feasibility
through to issue of tender documentation. SYSTRA’s role includes the following elements: (catenary,
power supply, control and maintenance centre equipment, OCC, depot, maintenance facility,
telecommunications, rolling stock and track). In addition, SYSTRA provides operational advice and
assists management of interfaces, including short and long term secondment of staff to Denmark to
provide specialist advice.

TRAM TRAIN OF AARHUS (DNK)
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LUSAIL LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT (QA)

Client • Qatar Rail Company
Our role  • Project Manager

Key Figures
34 km • 38 stations
US$ 3,36 Billion (capital cost)
Commissioning expected between end 2017/mid 2019 (mission ongoing)

SYSTRA is the lead designer, appointed in 2009 by contractor QDVC. The Lusail LRT project presents two
particular challenges. First, how to design infrastructure capable of accepting a variety of systems without
designing in so much flexibility that money is wasted. And second, how to combine the features of an
underground metro and an at-grade tramway in the same network particularly in terms of operation.
As well as the lead designer role, SYSTRA is particularly responsible for all design activities related to
transport systems and interfaces with civil works, covering functional architecture of the stations, alignment,
signalling, power supply, telecoms, SCADA, automatic fare collection, track, depot lay-out and equipment
and rolling stock.



Conclusion



SYSTRA: World leader in streetcar & light rail transit
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30
projects worldwide



THANK YOU
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